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Abstract: The existing dataset for visual dialog comprises multiple rounds of
questions and a diverse range of image contents. However, it faces challenges
in overcoming visual semantic limitations, particularly in obtaining sufficient
context from visual and textual aspects of images. This paper proposes a new
visual dialog dataset called Diverse History-Dialog (DS-Dialog) to address
the visual semantic limitations faced by the existing dataset. DS-Dialog groups
relevant histories based on their respective Microsoft Common Objects in
Context (MSCOCO) image categories and consolidates them for each image.
Specifically, each MSCOCO image category consists of top relevant histories
extracted based on their semantic relationships between the original image
caption and historical context. These relevant histories are consolidated for
each image, and DS-Dialog enhances the current dataset by adding new
context-aware relevant history to provide more visual semantic context for
each image. The new dataset is generated through several stages, including
image semantic feature extraction, keyphrase extraction, relevant question
extraction, and relevant history dialog generation. The DS-Dialog dataset
contains about 2.6 million question-answer pairs, where 1.3 million pairs
correspond to existing VisDial’s question-answer pairs, and the remaining
1.3 million pairs include a maximum of 5 image features for each VisDial
image, with each image comprising 10-round relevant question-answer pairs.
Moreover, a novel adaptive relevant history selection is proposed to resolve
missing visual semantic information for each image. DS-Dialog is used to
benchmark the performance of previous visual dialog models and achieves
better performance than previous models. Specifically, the proposed DS-
Dialog model achieves an 8% higher mean reciprocal rank (MRR), 11%
higher R@1%, 6% higher R@5%, 5% higher R@10%, and 8% higher nor-
malized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) compared to LF. DS-Dialog
also achieves approximately 1 point improvement on R@k, mean, MRR, and
NDCG compared to the original RVA, and 2 points improvement compared
to LF and DualVD. These results demonstrates the importance of the relevant
semantic historical context in enhancing the visual semantic relationship
between textual and visual representations of the images and questions.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, remarkable advancements have been made in the fields of computer vision (CV)
and natural language processing (NLP). These developments have been applied in various Artificial
Intelligence (AI) tasks such as image classification, scene recognition, question answering, object
detection, image retrieval [1], cybersecurity [2], malware detection, and many more. The NLP field
is mainly focused on sentence generation, semantics, sentence semantic matching [3], among other
related areas. Currently, majority of works in image caption generation concentrate on developing
better methods and generate more accurate captions, with only a few aimed at enhancing the
understanding of the question context. In contrast, Visual Dialog seeks to integrate conversational
context into Visual Question Answering by collecting conversational data via Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT). This data is gathered by having two workers engaging in a conversation based on the
MSCOCO-2014 [4] dataset with captions provided. Fig. 1 depicts a sample validation image from
MSCOCO-2014 and a snapshot of VisDial conversational dialogue between two AMT workers based
on the image.

Figure 1: Visual dialog’s sample question and answer pairs

However, most of the questions covered in the VisDial dataset are short and fail to capture the
context of the whole image. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the questions in conversational dialogue do not
encompass all the latent information, including the surrounding objects such as “bench”, “handbag”,
and “suitcase”. Instead, the questions only ask vague queries such as “any animals”, “any other
people”, and “is it in the country”. Consequently, the learned model can only comprehend the image
context partially, and the generated answers are also brief and straightforward. Therefore, this research
aims to comprehensively comprehend the image semantic context and capture the latent context
relationships between the context and semantic information of the image. This approach helps to
generate more comprehensive answers based on conversational questions.
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This research aims to improve the contextual understanding of multi-round visually grounded
dialogs through the development of a context-aware dataset, named DS-Dialog. With DS-Dialog,
more relevant conversational history context can be provided to the model, resulting in more
comprehensive answers. As shown in Fig. 2, the data extraction process involves the use of Faster
Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (Faster R-CNN) [5] to detect image semantic features
such as “person”, “bench”, and “suitcase”. DS-Dialog then proceeds to identify the top-n (n = 1, 2, 3,
4, 5) relevant history corresponding to the image features, where n represents the ratio for a feature’s
relevant history. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3, where each image in DS-Dialog is enhanced with
context-aware relevant history, which is trained in tandem with existing conversational dialogs from
VisDial. To maintain computational efficiency, DS-Dialog contains a maximum of five image semantic
features for each question in a 10-round dialog. The image semantic features are determined based on
the 80 MSCOCO-2014 image categories as shown in Fig. 4 below.

Figure 2: Illustration of the intuition of DS-Dialog

This research makes the following contributions: (1) introducing a new dataset, DS-Dialog, which
is a context-aware DS-Dialog dataset that comprises relevant histories to provide more visual semantic
information about an image based on other images with similar image features; and (2) proposing a
novel adaptive relevant history selection, in addition to question-guided and relevant history-guided
visual attentions, to resolve the missing visual semantic information for each image.

2 Related Work

In the field of computer vision, Visual Dialog is an extension of Visual Question Answering (VQA)
[6]. VQA is a deep learning model that provides answers based on both images and their accompanying
questions. It can be considered as an enhancement of image captioning, which has been limited to
generating textual descriptions solely based on an image.

2.1 Image Captioning

Image captioning refers to the process of generating textual descriptions of an image. Recent
research such as Visual Vocabulary Pre-Training for novel object captioning (VIVO) [7] and Object
Semantics Aligned pre-training (OSCAR) [8], is leveraging the latest advances of NLP to provide
better image descriptions. VIVO is trained based on visual-text alignments using image-text pairs,
while OSCAR achieved poorer image captioning results by using a simplified alignment method that
uses the image’s object tags. Prior to VIVO and OSCAR, many studies have focused on novel image
captioning [9], attention-based, and text summarization [10]. Reference [11] utilize a phrase-based
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image captioning that encodes sequences of phrases and words. Densecap [12] has been widely used
as it can provide region localization and image descriptions. Attention-based image captioning has
gained popularity among these frameworks as it has been shown to achieve promising results.

Figure 3: The context-aware DS-Dialog framework

Attention-based image captioning has been proposed by [13] to assist models in selecting the
most relevant region for generating words during sentence generation by paying attention to salient
objects. Reference [14] has developed a semantic attention model to attend to semantic concepts and
incorporate them via top-down and bottom-up combinations. Reference [15] has proposed an adaptive
attention approach that automatically determines on when and where to look respectively. Similarly,
reference [16] has proposed an adaptive attention approach implemented using DenseNet. Multi-
attention Generative Adversarial Network (MAGAN) [17] utilises both local and non-local attention
modules for more effective feature representations.

2.2 Visual Question Answering

Unlike image captioning, which generates image descriptions, VQA provide answers based on a
given question and image. VQA has the capability of cross-modal understanding and reasoning of
vision and language, which sets it apart from image captioning. Recent VQA works focus on visual
attention [18,19], adversarial approach [20], and handling open-ended question answering task [21]. To
further enhance text representations, [22] have introduced external large-scale knowledge bases such as
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DBpedia [23] to enrich the combination of both image captioning and VQA. References [24,25] utilise
the attention model to retrieve region context intelligently.

Figure 4: MSCOCO-2014 categories

2.3 Visual Dialog

However, previous works on image captioning and VQA do not include conversational context.
Visual Dialog, unlike VQA, learns from multiple contexts such as multi-round dialogues, images,
and questions. Visual Dialog was initially introduced by [26], which was later extended with deep
reinforcement learning [27] but previous works have led to repetitive dialogues. To address this issue,
[28] have proposed a method to penalize the question-bot that generates duplicated questions using a
smooth-L1 penalty over questions with a high similarity score, which has improved the model’s image-
guessing ability. GuessWhat [29] focused on object discovery with yes or no questions. Reference [30]
is used to transfer knowledge from discriminative learning to generative learning. It uses the current
question to attend to the exchanges in the history, and then uses the question and attended history
to attend to the image to get the final encoding. The attention model in this work can help the
discriminator in paraphrasing answers. However, Visual Dialog still ignores the semantic feature of
the images. To address this limitation, reference [31] has proposed a method involving object feature
extraction and selection to extract relevant visual information from images and filter irrelevant visual
information, which is assisted by of semantic guidance from both question and dialog history.

The attention mechanism has a significant impact on improving Visual Dialog, particularly with
the introduction of self-attention mechanism proposed in [32]. In addition to penalizing approach, the
attention mechanism has been used to improve the Visual Dialog performance. For example, in [33],
Attention Memory (AMEM) has created a new synthetic visual dialog dataset called MNIST-Dialog,
which is the combination of MNIST (Mixed National Institute of Standards and Technology) and
VisDial datasets to resolve the Visual Dialog’s sequential dependencies through an attention memory
and a dynamic attention combination process. Reference-Aware Attention Network (RAA-Net) [34]
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has proposed multi-head textual attention and visual-two-step reasoning to overcome latent semantic
and semantic correlation issues, respectively, for generating better answers. Recursive Visual Attention
(RVA) [35] aims to overcome existing soft attention that is unable to predict the discrete attentions
over topic-related history by introducing recursive visual attention. RVA can make discrete decisions
as a response to the input content by recursively browsing the dialog history and computes the visual
attentions until it meets an unambiguous description. The synergistic model [36] has been introduced
to generate more comprehensive answers rather than just “yes” and “no”. Recently, research has
attempted to resolve the visual co-reference using the neural networks at the word level [37]. Further,
Visual Dialog does not emphasize the conversation history and only exploits ground-truth history.
Wrong answers are imposed in a conversational context and collected measurement based on the
adverse critics [38]. In [39], low-level information in both image and text are covered via three low-level
attention modules such as H2H attention that focuses on connections between words, H2Q attention,
and R2R attention which focuses on the relationship between spatial feature and object feature.

Meanwhile, Dual Encoding Visual Dialogue (Dual VD) has been proposed in [40] to extract
objects and their relationships from the visual module and feed them into the semantic module. Multi-
level image captions, which combine both image captions and dense captions, have been utilized to
provide a more comprehensive description of the image by localizing and describing image regions in
a natural language.

The Dialog Network, which has been introduced in [41], aims to improve existing Visual Dialogs
by accurately understanding questions. This enhancement to the Visual Dialog encoder allows for
better representation and focus on the intended region of interest.

2.4 Transformers and BERT

As Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) encountered bottlenecks at the end of computations
with sequential text processing, transformers with its self-attention module have been introduced
to compute the attention score for each sentence with parallelism [42]. Transformers have made a
significant impact and have been widely adapted by works in NLP, image captioning [43,44], scene
segmentation [45], etc. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [46] has
been introduced by Google with 340 M parameters, and it is trained on 3.3 billion words. BERT has set
new state-of-the-art performance of various NLP tasks such as sentence classification, sentence-pair
regression tasks like semantic textual similarity (STS), question-answering(QA) [47], text-classification
(TC) [48], natural language understanding(NLU) [49,50] and keyphrase extraction [51]. BERT is
trained using the masked language modelling (MLM) task that randomly masks some tokens in a
text sequence, and then independently recovers the masked tokens by conditioning on the encoding
vectors obtained by a bidirectional Transformer. Numerous works have been carried out to improve
BERT, such as SentenceBERT [52], VisualBERT [53], VD-BERT [54], VU-BERT [55], RoBERTa [56],
VisDial-BERT [57], ALBERT [58], DistillBERT [59], SpanBERT [60], and KeyBERT [61]. RoBERTa
is more robust than BERT and it is trained using much more training data. ALBERT reduces memory
consumption and increases the training speed of BERT. DistillBERT utilizes knowledge distillation
during pre-training to reduce the size of BERT by 40% while retaining 99% of its original capabilities
and making the inference 60% faster. SpanBERT extends BERT to better represent and predict text
spans. SentenceBERT is introduced to overcome the drawbacks of BERT embeddings, which produces
bad sentence embeddings. SentenceBERT is using Siamese and triplet network structures to derive
sentence embeddings with semantic meanings. Meanwhile, KeyBERT aimed to augment the quality
of extracted keyphrases.
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2.5 Visual Dialog Datasets

Various works such as CLEVR-Dialog [62] and MNIST-Dialog, propose new visual dialogues for
new test cases. CLEVR-Dialog focuses on visual reasoning using images from diagnostic datasets such
as Compositional Language and Elementary Visual Reasoning (CLEVR) [63]. Meanwhile, MNIST-
Dialog consists of images of MNIST digits, and it uses attention memory to resolve visual co-reference.
Attention memory helps the neural network to learn by storing an image attention map in each round.

However, most frameworks focus on the correlation between the image context and the con-
versation context, without emphasizing the image semantic context, which helps to generate more
comprehensive answers alongside conversational dialog. Although RVA can infer visual co-reference
between questions and history, it does not contribute to a better image context. For example, this
research makes general deduction based on what has been observed from the image, including
identified objects such as people, cars, and so on. Since images can have overlapping objects, it is a
possible that more than one image contains a similar context.

3 Methodology

In this section, the generation process for DS-Dialog, which is an enhanced dataset containing
contextual conversational history related to the image semantic context, is explained in Section 3.1.
This is followed by the explanation of Context-Aware DS-Dialog in Section 3.2.

3.1 DS-Dialog Dataset

The DS-Dialog dataset generation process consists of three stages: (a) extraction of image seman-
tic feature (b) identification of relevant question for each image (c) creation of relevant history bank.

Fig. 5 illustrates the formation of the relevant history bank, which includes all 80 MSCOCO image
feature categories. Each category in the MSCOCO image feature set comprises of a list of relevant
questions that can be utilized as relevant history during the training of the model.

Figure 5: Relevant history bank

3.1.1 Image Semantic Feature Extraction

The image contains detailed information about the image context. Image semantic feature
extraction is used to extract important visual context about the image using Faster R-CNN. Faster
R-CNN determines the coordinates and categories for each detected object in the bounding box. The
categories of each detected object are determined based on the 80 MSCOCO image feature categories.
The extracted image features are denoted as F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn}, where n is the number of extracted
image features.
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This research then adopts KeyBERT to perform keyphrase extraction from the data itself to find
the top two highest pairwise cosine similarity scores between the image features and the MSCOCO
category group as depicted in Fig. 6. The purpose of this research is to gain insights into the closest
semantic relationship between the detected image semantic information and relevant MSCOCO
keywords. This leads to the generation of relevant histories for the image.

Figure 6: Keyphrase extraction based on image caption

3.1.2 Relevant Question Extraction

The top relevant questions for the detected image feature in the MSCOCO category are extracted
using cosine similarity, as shown in Fig. 7. Eq. (1) represents the cosine similarity equation between
two sentences, where S1 is the vector of the source sentence, and S2 is the vector of the target sentence.

cos θ = S1 × S2

|S1| × |S2| (1)

This research adapted SentenceBERT to perform relevant question extraction, using fine-tuned STS-
benchmark (STSb) RoBERTa model. This research will also feed the VisDial history and respective
image caption into SentenceBERT to extract the top five relevant questions based on the top five
semantic features detected based on image input. SentenceBert will calculate the cosine similarity
between the image caption and dialog history context. Pairwise cosine similarity is calculated between
each question in the original VisDial history and the respective image caption. The sentence are then
sorted in descending order based on their similarity score, and the top two sentences are extracted
from each sorted sentences based on each semantic feature. This process is repeated for each detected
semantic feature, resulting in the final relevant question history bank, which consists of 10 relevant
question histories as shown in Fig. 7.

3.1.3 Dialog Generation

Before proceeding with the neural network training, this research generates a relevant history bank
by grouping all questions that pertain to the same feature, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The Faster R-CNN is
used to extract image features based on the MSCOCO categories, as depicted in Fig. 4, and the original
question history is tagged along with the features. For example, the image features extracted from the
sample image input in Fig. 2 are “person”, “suitcase”, and “bench”. Then, the original question history
from the VisDial dataset that mainly consists of ten questions, as shown in Fig. 1, will be added to each
of the feature question lists. In other words, the question history for image in Fig. 1 is saved into the
“person”, “suitcase”, and “bench” feature question lists respectively. This step is repeated for all the
images in the dataset. Consequently, the relevant question dataset has a total of 80 features, and each
feature contains a list of questions that are relevant to the image semantic feature.
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Figure 7: Relevant question extraction process for a MSCOCO feature

Fig. 8 shows the total number of the relevant questions, that can be retrieved for training and
validation datasets to form the relevant history bank, respectively, based on MSCOCO categories.

Figure 8: DS-Dialog relevant history based on MSCOCO categories

As each image contains various visual semantic information, it may have multiple MSCOCO
categories assigned to it. For example, the sample image in Fig. 2 was assigned to three MSCOCO
categories: “person”, “suitcase”, and “bench”. Using Eq. (1), relevant question history can be further
fine-tuned to obtain the top ten relevant history questions as depicted in Fig. 9. The final result of
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relevant history will be 10 relevant questions for all images, which in total, amounts to 2.6 million
dialogs as depicted in Table 1.

Figure 9: Relevant history generation for an image in DS-Dialog

Table 1: Dataset statistics comparing VisDial to DS-Dialog

Name DS-Dialog (ours) VisDial

Images 133 K 133 K
Dialogs 2.6 M 1.3 M
a) History 1.3 M 1.3 M
b) Relevant history 1.3 M -

3.2 Context-Aware DS-Dialog
3.2.1 Feature Representation

To avoid introducing irrelevant visual information, this research proposes incorporating relevant
history into the model training with relevant semantic guidance. The relevant history is collected based
on the image semantic information for each question Qt in round t, with each word in the questions
embedded using the Global Vectors for Word Representation (GLoVE) [64] embedding matrix.

Visual Feature. Object features are extracted using Faster R-CNN which contains visual informa-
tion for attributes and semantic concepts.

Text Feature. Word embedding of the questions, history, and relevant history are defined as
W = {W1, W2, . . . , Wn}, H = {H1, H2, . . . , Hn}, and R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn}, respectively. These word
embeddings are passed through a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The matching
score is calculated between question and history, question, and relevant history to provide better image
context.

3.2.2 Adaptive Relevant History Selection

In order to incorporate both visual and semantic image representations, SentenceBERT is used to
selectively extract relevant history information based on image and question input, thereby providing
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more semantic context in addition to the existing history, question, and visual input. As illustrated
in Fig. 10, the extracted image caption keywords are matched against MSCOCO-relevant keywords,
and if a match is found, common keywords such as “ovens” and “pizza” are used to locate their
corresponding history from the newly generated relevant history bank as described in Section 3.1.2.
The process of adaptively selecting relevant history is also depicted in Fig. 10, where the top ten
relevant histories from the corpus of relevant history for the “oven”and “pizza”features. The minimum
cosine similarity score used in SentenceBERT is set to 0.5.

Figure 10: Adaptive relevant history selection in DS-Dialog

3.2.3 Attention Module

The attention module is divided into two parts, namely question-guided visual attention and
relevant history-guided visual attention. Given that the model inputs, which consists of visual feature
Vt = {v1, . . . , vk}, question Qt , history Ht = {h1, . . . , ht}, and relevant history Rt = {r, . . . , rt}, the
attention weights αx and αy are calculated for question-guided and relevant-history-guided visual
attention, respectively, using the following equations:

xa
t = L2Norm

(
f a

q Qt ∗ f a
v Vt

)
(2)

αa
x = softmax

(
W axa

t

)
(3)

ya
t = L2Norm

(
f a

r Rt ∗ f a
v Vt

)
(4)
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αa
y = softmax

(
W aya

t

)
(5)

where f a
q , f a

r , and f a
v represent non-linear transformation to visual and semantic feature embeddings,

while ∗ denotes an element-wise operation between text semantic and visual.

3.3 Multimodal Fusion

The same method in [26] is used to calculate joint embedding, EJ
t by fusing the visual feature Vt, the

question feature Qt, the history feature Ht, and the relevant history feature Rt with tangent activation.

EJ
t = tanh

(
W B |Vt · Qt · Ht · Rt|

)
(6)

where · denotes the concatenation operation.

4 Implementation
4.1 Datasets Preparation and Setup

The experiment utilises the VisDial v1.0 dataset which contains 123 K images for training, 2 K
images for validation, and 8 K images for testing. Each image in the dataset is accompanied by a
caption, and a text dialog that comprises of ten rounds of questions and answers, except the testing
dataset. The history list is formed by combining ten rounds of questions and answers. Moreover,
the proposed model extends the VisDial v1.0 dataset by integrating relevant questions based on the
detected image semantic features and generating the relevant history. As a result, for each visual input,
there is a relevant history comprising 10 round question-answers pairs in addition to the existing
history.

4.2 Implementation Details

The proposed model in this research is implemented in PyTorch. A pretrained Faster R-CNN
is employed as the object-detector to extract the 2048-dim visual context from input images. All
LSTMs have 2 layers with 512-dim hidden states. All words and images are represented with 300-
dim embeddings. During training, the proposed model is optimized by minimizing cross-entropy loss
using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01. Training for discriminative models is carried
out with 3 epochs and a batch size of 24. The proposed model is trained with the combination of
the original warm-up strategy and the cosine annealing learning strategy together to learn the model
parameters. The parameters used in this research include the warm-up factor of 0.3 and the cosine
annealing learning strategy, with an initial learning rate of 1 × 10−3 and a termination learning rate
of 3.4 × 10−4. All experiments are conducted on four NVIDIA Tesla T4 with 16 GB memory. Since
too many relevant question histories can reduce the computation efficiency, only the top ten relevant
histories are selected for each of the image features extracted.

Evaluation Metrics: The generated answer accuracy is evaluated by retrieving the ground truth
answer from a 100-option answer list [24]. This research adopts a retrieval-based evaluation metrics set
which includes (a) the mean rank of human response; (b) Recall@K (R@K), which is the percentage
of human response in top-k ranked responses; (c) the mean reciprocal rank of the human response
(MRR); and (d) the Normalised Cumulative Gain (NDCG), which penalizes answers with the a lower
rank of the high relevance. The model has a better accuracy if it has a lower mean value and higher
values in R@k and MRR.
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4.3 Baselines

This research evaluates the proposed DS-Dialog model by comparing its performance with other
Visual Dialog models. Specifically, the discriminative visual dialogs from Late Fusion (LF), RVA,
and DualVD are adopted for benchmarking. LF is a model that initially encodes image, history, and
questions individually, and then combines them through concatenation. RVA is an attention-based
model that iteratively refines the visual attention by incorporating the visual co-reference solution
when the model obtains sufficient confidence. DualVD, on the other hand, is a dual encoding model
that extracts information from an image.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Comparison of model variants: In this research, the newly generated DS-Dialog dataset is used
to compare the performance of different variants of the existing approaches, including: (a) without
SentenceBERT to extract a maximum of 400 words of the relevant histories; (b) without Sentence-
BERT to extract a maximum of 500 words for the relevant histories; (c) without SentenceBert and
accepts a maximum number of 800 words for the relevant histories; (d) with SentenceBert and accepts
a maximum number of 400 words for the relevant histories; (e) with SentenceBert and accepts a
maximum number of 500 words for the relevant histories; and (f) with SentenceBert and accepts a
maximum number of 800 words for the relevant histories to achieve the highest accuracy. Table 2 shows
that DS-Dialog with SentenceBERT outperforms other variants without SentenceBERT. Specifically,
the DS-Dialog with SentenceBERT, which takes a maximum of 400 words for relevant history input
achieves 1 point for recall@k, with k being 5 and 10, a lower mean, 2 points higher for NDCG, and
so on.

Table 2: Ablation study on proposed model variants based on the validation set of DS-Dialog

Framework R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean MRR NDCG

DS-Dialog + max 400
words relevant history

49.07 79.76 88.71 4.40 62.83 53.73

DS-Dialog + max 500
words relevant history

49.15 79.76 88.61 4.43 62.87 52.75

DS-Dialog + max 800
words relevant history

48.84 79.86 88.65 4.41 62.77 52.98

DS-Dialog + Adaptive
relevant history
selection + max. 800
words relevant history

48.24 79.26 88.44 4.5 62.24 53.57

DS-Dialog + Adaptive
relevant history
selection + max. 500
words relevant history

48.94 79.70 88.75 4.4 62.74 53.79

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Framework R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean MRR NDCG

DS-Dialog + Adaptive
Relevant History
Selection + max. 400
words relevant history

49.04 80.11 89.20 4.33 62.98 54.23

Comparison with state-of-art methods: Table 3 presents a comparison between the proposed DS-
Dialog, which includes relevant question histories and the previous methods based on the DS-Dialog
dataset. The integration of the proposed DS-Dialog with adaptive relevant history selection using
the new context-aware dataset has resulted in a significant improvement in most of the metrics. This
improvement highlights the importance of relevant image context that enhances image representation
by providing more relevant question context using similar image features. Compared to RVA, LF and
DualVD baselines, the proposed DS-Dialog model with relevant question history contexts achieves
a better performance. Results show that the proposed DS-Dialog can achieve approximately 1 point
improvement on R@k, mean, MRR, and NDCG compared to the original RVA, and 2 points to LF
and DualVD. DS-Dialog shows a significant improvement over the original Visual Dialog model,
with 8% higher MRR, 11% higher R@1%, 6% higher R@5%, 5% higher R@10%, 8% higher NDCG
as compared to LF.

Table 3: Performance of discriminative models based on the validation set of DS-Dialog

Framework R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean MRR NDCG

LF 44.11 75.16 85.00 5.45 58.29 50.84
DualVD 47.03 78.42 87.84 4.62 61.20 52.69
RVA 48.74 79.57 88.93 4.43 62.53 53.37
DualVD + Adaptive
relevant history
selection

47.34 78.45 88.20 4.57 61.41 52.91

DS-Dialog + Adaptive
relevant history selection

49.04 80.11 89.20 4.33 62.98 54.23

5 Conclusion

In this research, visual textual semantic limitations of existing visual dialog datasets are addressed.
The new dataset, called DS-Dialog, overcomes these limitations by grouping relevant histories linked
to the corresponding image context. DS-Dialog enriches the current dataset by providing additional
context-aware relevant history, which enhances the visual semantic context for each image. In
addition, a novel adaptive relevant history selection, comprising question-guided and relevant history-
guided visual attention, is proposed to resolve missing visual semantic information for each image.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed DS-Dialog model outperforms previous visual
dialog models, achieving higher mean reciprocal rank (MRR), recall at rank 1 (R@1), R@5, R@10,
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and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) compared to LF, RVA, and DualVD. These
findings highlight the significance of incorporating relevant semantic historical context to improve
the visual semantic relationship between textual and visual representations in visual dialog systems.
Moving forward, this research can be extended to incorporate in-depth language parsing modules for
more accurate relative question history generation.
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